Basic NWN2 Scripting For Beginners v1.02

Welcome to my “NWN2 Scripting For Beginners”. I decided to write this after recognising there were others like me
who did not come from a programming background and asked similar questions as I did when I first started scripting
for NWN. NB: While this tutorial is written with NWN2 in mind, the same tutorial should be relevant and help with
NWN1 as well. I will try to point out differences when noticed.
Please note that some of the terminology I use may not be accurate or, in the extreme case, may even be wrong.
However, the purpose of this guide is to use terminology that may be more familiar to someone (who like me) has no
background or use of this type of coding at all, but can relate to what I am trying to say. At the very least, if it helps
someone to be able to produce something on their own, then it will have achieved its goal.
This tutorial does not try to replace the resources that are already available, but takes a step back to try to put those
resources into some kind of context for the reader. When I first started to look at the code, I had no idea how lines of
text could translate into the actions we see in the game ... well, almost none. Neither did I understand how data was
transferred from actions a player took in a game to other sections of code, which in turn did something else.
Throughout this tutorial, I have assumed the reader does have a basic understanding of the NWN game and knows
how to open the toolset and look at scripts within the toolset, and knows what things like tags and resrefs are. If you
do not know what these are, then you may need to do some homework about these before starting to read this
manual.
WARNING: Always back up any files (make a copy) before working with any mentioned in this tutorial.
During my gradual understanding of NWN scripting I came across some useful information and web sites that helped
me along the way. See the links below.
Note, viewing the Lexicon information may make more sense after going through this tutorial.

Useful Links
·

The World of Althéa (My blog where links will be maintained.)

·

The Vault (A place where other NWN coders hang out and discuss code.)

·

The Lexicon (Online version. NB: Written for NWN1, but still useful for NWN2)

·

The Lexicon (Offline download version. NB: Written for NWN1, but still useful for NWN2)

This tutorial will hope to cover the following subjects. (NB: All according to my understanding.):
· NWN OBJECTS: Recognise that NWN toolset uses many objects, including the module as one.
· RECOGNISING EVENT HOOKS: Understand what an Event Hook is for scripting purposes.
· CODING TERMINOLOGY: Understand what the various coding terms mean.
· FUNCTIONS & EXAMPLES: Understanding Functions, with Examples.
· MORE VARIABLE INFORMATION: The basic variables to understand.
· ON ACQUIRE EXAMPLE SCRIPT: Basic outline of some script.
· A SCRIPT FROM SCRATCH: A look at writing a script from scratch.
· FINAL COMMENTS & FAQ’S: After all is said and done.
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The first place to start when it comes to scripting with NWN is to recognise that script is basically: A language that we
can use to “speak” with objects in a NWN game to make them do certain things, or track certain data.
The most basic concepts to grasp to help make everything we discuss next easier to understand is this:
1) By “objects”, I mean nearly anything you can interact with. NB: Even the module itself is an “object”.
2) You are limited to communicate with these NWN objects in only a few ways. We “hook” code into them.
3) Communication with objects often uses its own dedicated “functions” when coding with them.

Let’s start by looking at a less intuitive object we can work with when scripting with NWN: The module. As I say
above, the module is considered an object when we work with some scripts. Importantly, the module object is a
means by which we can access the core actions of a player’s PC object. It is the object that we can use to look out for
some core “event hooks”: The actions a PC can take within the game. Note: As NWN caters for multiple players, we
also need to know which player the code will work for.
EVENT HOOKS: Look at the screen-shots below of the Module object properties (events) for both NWN2 and NWN1.
Notice NWN2 has 19 module “event hooks”, whereas NWN1 has 17. Importantly, recognise that we may not need to
use some of these event hooks. These show the hooks I use in my two modules: The Scroll (NWN2) and Soul Shaker
(NWN1). Note that some lines are blank because I did not require or use these “event hooks”. Unless you have
specific requirements for something to happen when the player causes these events to occur, then do not use them.
If you take a closer look at the various event hook descriptions in these images, it should become clear to you which
script is going to fire when a player does a specific event with their PC within your module. For example, it is almost
certain that you want things to happen when your player has their PC acquire an item, or activate an item, or equip
an item. You may even want something to happen when the player’s PC enters a module, or something specific
when they rest or die. Try to familiarise yourself with these event hooks, as scripts you write will depend upon where
they are being called from. These scripts are Module scripts, because they are being called via the Module object.
NB: To have something happen when a PC enter an area, see the properties associated with an area.

OBJECT v ITEM: Recognise that we use the word “item” to
describe a specific type of “object” in the game. I.E. An
object can be many things, of which an “item” is only one
type. We also have “placeable” objects, “creature” objects,
“trigger” objects, “encounter” objects, and as we have
already discussed, we have the “Module” object. There are
a few others too, all of which I will cover later.
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Scripting is often (not always) about intercepting what the player does with their PC to an object in your module. We
now recognise that some of these core actions we want to intercept are picked up by the hook events attached to the
Module object. Shortly, we will take a closer look at one example of how to write a script that checks when a player
uses their PC to pick up an item. However, before we do that, let us look at some other events that have already
happened by the time the player has reached this point as far as the NWN game engine is concerned ... because by
the time the PC is in an area, other events have already happened which you may not have realised.
Knowing when events fire a script (or the order of events) is half the art of knowing which script you need to write.
Because when an event hook is called (fired), then any script you write that is attached to the event hook will also run.
Let’s take a closer look at the order in which some earlier event hooks may have fired ... Below is my understanding
for the order of opening events within NWN2. NWN1 may be slightly different, but later you can learn how to “debug”
your scripts to find out for yourself. All these event hooks are among those listed in the module properties.

First thing to note is that I have not found a use for the OnModuleStart hook that I have not been able to cover using
other hooks. Therefore, you can see for yourself that different modules may use or require different hooks to achieve
the results they need. From my own experience and module creation, here are the hooks I have used and for what
reasons, and the order I believe they fire:
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// ORDER OF SCRIPT FIRING & PURPOSE (AS I CURRENTLY UNDERSTAND IT):
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// 1) ON MODULE LOAD (ALB_MOD_LOAD)
*SET MODULE VARIABLES*
// 2) ON CLIENT ENTER (ALB_MOD_ENTER)
*SET BASIC MAIN PC VARIABLES FOR MP GAME*
// 3) ON PC LOADED (ALB_MOD_PCLOAD)
*SET MAIN PC VARIABLES RELIABLY*
// 4) *AREA* ON ENTER SCRIPT (ALB_AREA_ENTER) *SET VARIABLES ON ALL ENTERING OBJECTS*
// 5) *AREA* ON CLIENT ENTER SCRIPT (ALB_MODENTER_CHK)
*DO EVENTS NOW ALL PARTY ARRIVED*
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
The information above has been pulled directly from one of my own scripts after I did some “debugging” to help me
determine in what order these first event scripts fired. It is important to have a “mental image” of what is happening as
you start your module for the first time and as these core events occur at this time. Although you may not have much
call to use these event hooks in your first scripts, as you improve, so you will need to know about them in more detail.
As you can see, it is quite possible for you to have written many more scripts that already do something with a PC and
objects in a module, even before the player has control of their PC. These scripts are especially useful when you
want to setup variables on various objects as you can read from my descriptive texts above.
IMPORTANT POINT: If a PC enters a module with equipment, I believe the OnAcquireItem and / or the OnEquipItem
also fires. This is especially the case if you have scripted items to do such on an entering player’s PC. Therefore, be
careful when using these event hooks, as you may not want these scripts to fire when a PC enters for the first time.
For myself, I have set variables on the module and entering PC objects that stop these scripts from firing before I
want them to. I speak more about variables later.
Having acknowledged that a large number of other event scripts have already previously fired when we entered the
module for the first time, I can now discuss the event hook I plan to look at with you shortly: the event for when a PC
picks up an item. Hopefully, by now, you will have already figured out which Module event hook we need to use to
have a script fire upon picking up an item: It is the OnAquiredItem event hook.
An important point to understand for now is that this event fires every time an item is picked up by a PC. It happens
when a player called Fred picks up a sword with their fighter called “Fredulous”, and it happens when his buddy, Paul,
who is playing in the same game picks up an axe with their PC called “Pauletto”. NB: To be precise, this event fires
its associated script every time an item is acquired. (i.e. Even when a PC passively receives an item.)
DEBUGGING A SCRIPT: You may have heard this term quite a bit since trying to learn how to script. Basically,
“debugging” is the term used to try to ascertain what is happening with a certain script you have written. It involves
sending text feedback to a PC you are testing your module with that either simply notifies you that the script is firing,
or maybe with some extra information such as variable feedback. The simplest debug code would be something like,
SendMessageToPC(GetFirstPC(), “SCRIPT FIRED”); This section of code would then send the message “SCRIPT
FIRED” to the first player in the game if and when the script that contains it fires. Therefore, if the tester does not see
this feedback, then they know their script has not fired for some reason, or this line of code has not been reached.
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At the moment we are still only discussing the environment where we place our script. At this stage, the main points
the reader should recognise is that the NWN engine works with objects, and that the various objects have various
“event hooks” to which we can associate the scripts we write. It is important that the reader is able to recognise an
event hook before writing a script, as it means they understand what stage the PC is within the game and what the PC
is currently doing. Also, to understand that some core events are associated with the Module Properties, but that there
are other “event hooks” available to us as builders via other objects’ own associated events. I will illustrate these event
hooks of other objects after going through an example script using the Module’s OnAcquireItem hook.
SCRIPT NAMING: A script that you write can be called anything you like, as long as it is unique. In NWN1, I believe
there is a limit to the number of characters you can use when naming a script, but I have not encountered this in
NWN2. That said, it is good practice not to make a script name too long, and you should aim to keep your naming
structure to something you can easily recognise. For my NWN2 core event scripts, you can see I begin them with
“alb_mod”. This is because I use “alb_” to recognise one of my own scripts, and I have “mod_” to remind myself that it
is attached to the Module object as a core script. So if and when I wish to locate a core Module script, I can simply
search for “alb_mod_” and it returns all my module scripts. E.g. alb_mod_acquire is my module On Acquire script.

Before I present you with a basic script, I would like to clarify some terms I will use that you will need to understand
when discussing code. These are important to know and understand as they are the building blocks you need to
know to write code.
SCRIPT TYPES: The NWN engine only recognises two script types that you will end up writing: the void main(),
which does not return any “value” (hence the meaning of “void”) - and the int StartingConditional(), which returns
an integer “value” to indicate if a condition it is checking is TRUE or FALSE (hence the “int” reference at its start).
When we say a “return value”, we mean a script returns a result it calculates from the code we have written. So, very
simply, if you had a piece of code that you had written that adds up any two numbers you send its way and you
wanted it to return its answer to you, then as long as it is an int “return” type script and you passed numbers 3 and 5,
it would return a value of 8. In coding, a return value does not have to be an int (integer - whole number), it can also
return text or anything your code is designed to “return” as a result of it doing its calculations with any parameters you
pass its way. I will discuss and show how we access this “returned value” in a later section of this tutorial.
Most of the time you will only be writing the void main() type scripts, as these are the main scripts that aid towards
performing actions in the game as the player plays your module. However, when it comes to creating conversations
for your NPCs or objects, you may need to check if certain “conditions” are met before a line of conversation shows in
a conversation tree; this is when you would need to use the int StartingConditional() type script. This determines if
certain conditions have been met before showing the conversation line (called a node). E.g. It may be that a line of
conversation should only show if a PC had more than 250 gp, in which case, a “Conditional” check is made to only
return a value of TRUE (and so allow the conversation node to show) if the PC in question in the conversation being
played has at least 250 gp on them. If they do not, then it would return FALSE and the node would not show.
“TRUE” OR “FALSE”: A basic integer variable we often check is whether its value is TRUE or FALSE. An integer
value of zero (0) returns FALSE, but any other value will return TRUE. This is important to recognise as TRUE can be
returned on any value other than zero. If we require a specific value we should check for it rather than rely on TRUE.
Furthermore, we can also check a return value as FALSE by the using the exclamation mark (!) before the function
call to represent “NOT” or check for FALSE. E.g. if(!GetGlobalInt("JUSTLOADEDMOD")) is checking if the global integer
variable held in JUSTLOADEDMOD returns as FALSE ... Or is effectively ZERO. Any other value held and returned here would
mean it is TRUE, which would make the check if the variable is FALSE logically fail and so the code that follows this check would
be ignored. This same line of code could have been written as follows for clarity: if(GetGlobalInt("JUSTLOADEDMOD") == 0)
Note that the exclamation mark in the first line of code effectively replaces the need to check the variable is equal to zero
in the second line of code where the exclamation mark is not used. It is a form of shorthand, which you may or may not
prefer to use in your own coding.

PARAMETERS: In the next section of this tutorial you will learn more about variables and functions, the core pieces
of code that you will use in your scripts. You will soon discover that some functions simply work as they stand, able to
do a task without you needing to provide it any other information. However, sometimes, the function needs to know
what object it is working with, or some other information it may require. This other information can be any of the
variable types we will speak about next. Basically, however, this “other information” you may need to use (or what we
call “pass” to the function) is referred to as its parameters. As already mentioned, a function may not have any
parameters that need filling, but some may require a number of them. Parameters are added within the smooth
brackets ( ) that come after the function name, and are separated by commas. If you become skilled at writing
your own functions, they too may or may not require parameters to be passed to them to work correctly.
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FUNCTIONS (& RETURN VALUES): Your scripts will likely contain a number of functions, which do things for you
(like basic calculations) and may or may not return a “value” to be used elsewhere (usually within the same script).
Some functions (similar to the void main type script) are “void” and so do not return any value when they are called to
“run” their code. Other functions, on the other hand, may be setup to return an object, an integer value, some text
string, or anything you need your script to return to you after it has done its work with any information (parameters)
you may have passed its way.
Whereas there are only two script types, with only one of them returning any type of “value” - as in the case of an
integer with the StartingConditional type script - functions on the other hand are many and can return a selection of
variable values to be used by you (the coder) in some other way. (You can even make your own functions!)
VARIABLES: These return values are referred to as variables, because their value can “vary” according to what the
script code may calculate and return. E.g. If we wrote a script with a function that counted the number of items a PC
carried, then depending upon which PC runs the script, we may get a different result calculated because the number
of items differs. In this example, as we need to count “whole” items only, we would use an integer (int) to pass back
(return) the information about the number of items counted with our function, because the integer is the variable type
that returns whole numbers. Thankfully, we are able to give the variables we require our own names to make it easier
to remember what they represent. For example, in this example, we may call our variable (which has been declared
as an integer) “ItemsCarried”. Note, the name could be anything (without spaces), but keep it simple and something
you will easily recognise. NB: Variable and function names are CASE SENSITIVE.

object GetItemActivated() - This is an example of a function that does NOT require any further parameters to use.
You can tell by its name what it is trying to do, and using some common sense, we would therefore work out where a
script we write using it should be placed. i.e. Its name implies the function is trying to “get” the “item” that has been
“activated”. Click on the function in the toolset, and you also have this text come up about it in the “notes” section:
// Use this in an OnItemActivated module script to get the item that was activated.
The notes make it quite clear where this function should be used, and if you have followed the tutorial so far, you will
know where to find the event hook that contains the script that uses this function.
object GetFirstPC(int bOwnedCharacter=TRUE) - Here is an example of a function that can be passed an
“optional” parameter. Sometimes, as in this example, where a value has already been placed next to the integer value
expected, it will use this value as the default option if the coder does not add their own parameter instead. In this
case, if we used the function simply as object oPC = GetFirstPC(); then, as we had not passed any parameters inside
the smooth brackets (where we would normally add them as in the example the notes give us), then it automatically
assumes the default parameter and passes TRUE, which means this function would only be looking for a first PC that
is an owned character. Alternatively, we could have written it as object oPC = GetFirstPC(TRUE); which amounts to
the same thing, or object oPC = GetFirstPC(FALSE); which means it will return the player’s currently controlled
character. Again, looking at the notes as we left-click on this function helps give us some direction of how to use it and
what certain parameters passed to it may do:
//bOwnedCharacter, if true, returns the first player's owned PC
//object. If false, returns the first player's currently controlled object.
string GetTag(object Object) - Here is an example where the function requires a parameter to work. If you fail to put
in a valid parameter, then the script will fail to compile. NOTE: A valid parameter in this case is an “object” variable.
i.e. NOT a number integer (int), NOT some text (string), nor any of the other variable types the toolset uses. Quite
simply put, this function is requesting an “object” variable be passed to it so it can return its answer. In this case it
should be obvious what the function does. It takes the “object” passed to it and the engine knows what tag is attached
to the object passed, and so returns the requested tag of the object passed as a string. (Remember, a string is just
code talk to mean the information is returned as text as opposed to a number.) Here is what the toolset notes say
when you click on the function:
// Get the Tag of oObject
// * Return value if oObject is not a valid object: ""
string GetTag(object oObject);
Note how the description also points out that the function returns a null string “ ” in the event that the object passed to
it does not exist or is invalid in some other way. The NWN engine is sometimes helpful in this way, as it means the
script keeps running even if we sometimes pass invalid data. (Even if the script fails to do anything as a result.)
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THE FUNCTION MAKEUP: When you look at a function in the toolset, look at three things: (1) What, if any, is the
return value of the function? If it says “void” at the start, then there is no return value. If it has anything else, then it is
going to return a value of some kind, which the coder normally then uses in their script. (2) The function name, as this
gives a huge clue as to what it does and so where it should be used. (3) Any parameters expected, which is denoted
by any variable requests that are listed within the smooth brackets after the function name. So, if you have a function
that starts with “int” before it, like int GetIdentified(object oItem); then you know that it is going to return an “int”
value, and we write something like this: int iIsIdenitifed = GetIdentified(oItem);

In my own experience, three variable types stand out as being used far and above all other types. If you can master
these three types, then understanding the other types will come in time. These common three are the simple number
integer (int), the simple text string (string) and the basic object itself (object).
THE INTEGER (int): The integer represents a whole number (not a fraction, which is a float). It is the means by which
we also return if a test is TRUE or FALSE. It is the most used variable when dealing with things like journal entries, as
well as comparing with CONSTANT INTS already preset by the toolset. It is also the easiest local variable to use with
functions like SetLocalInt or SetGlobalInt when trying to keep track of events using such variables.
THE STRING (string): The string is the text counterpart to the integer. If we need text returned or tested, then it is
always done so with a string variable. Checking Tags, Names or ResRefs all rely on string variables and can be one
of the most reliable ways to help differentiate between objects, as objects can all have varying strings attached to and
associated with them. There are also some great functions we can use with strings that can do things like count the
number of characters in the string, or even searches for certain strings within strings. I have done some of my most
flexible coding with strings.
THE OBJECT (object): When it comes to handling things like inventories or stores, then using local objects may be
helpful. However, I have recently discovered that object handling can fail if you try to rely on a locally stored object
after some time has passed. i.e. If you store and retrieve a locally stored object within close timing, then it is reliable.
However, if the player does something like change an area or destroy other objects during the time the object is
stored, then the stored object can become invalid. Therefore, extra care should be used when storing and retrieving
locally stored objects. (NOTE: You cannot store an object globally like you can with integers and strings.)
UNDER THE HOOD: The full variable list in NWN, and the order of most likely need is :- Int, string, object, float,
effect, location, itemproperty, vector, event, talent, and struct. Although I have listed a possible eleven return
values, most of the time we do not need them or are beyond our requirements. I do not recall ever using or requiring
those in red. I have made good use of those in green. I have used those in blue, but not so much.

OBJECT_SELF: Many scripts can use OBJECT_SELF as the variable when applying functions to itself. For example,
if we used the function with the variable like this GetName(OBJECT_SELF), then as long as the script is attached to
an object that has a relevant name, then this will return the name of the object that the script with the function is
attached to. In fact, this is quite a common means by which the coder accesses the object via a script that is
attached to it. However, care should be taken when using this variable, as sometimes OBJECT_SELF may not
actually be referring to what you think it is. If a result appears to fail, then try sending debug code to yourself when
testing that sends a message that returns the name or tag of OBJECT_SELF to you as a player so you can be sure it
is what you think it is.

At this stage, you should now recognise that the NWN game engine fires a script (via an event hook) when a player
has their PC pick up an item. We also know where this event hook can be found and can place the script we write to
fire when the player’s PC picks up an item. If you are still not clear on this point, then go back and read the previous
section again.
If understood, we now start looking at a practice script we will call “abc_mod_acquire”, which will be a module script
that fires when a player’s PC picks up an item in your world. (Place it where I currently have “alb_mod_acquire”.)
Note: In the screen shots that follow I will start by presenting a basic script which successfully compiles. Recognise,
however, that as we examine individually chunks of code, then these sections obviously would not compile outside the
whole. Furthermore, the script is written to help describe various script points rather than being anything very useful.
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Here is a simple example script written to place on the Module OnAquireItem event script hook .... NB: I have added
one or two spaces between the code below to make it easier to read, but it is not essential to do so. Bear in mind that
you must NEVER add spaces within “names” of any kind, as that would break the code.
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// ON ACQUIRE EXAMPLE SCRIPT
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void main()
{
object oItem = GetModuleItemAcquired();
object oPC = GetModuleItemAcquiredBy();
object oPreviousOwner = GetModuleItemAcquiredFrom();
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PREVENT SCRIPT FROM FIRING UNTIL IN GAME PROPER
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
If ( GetGlobalInt("JUSTLOADEDMOD") || GetLocalInt(oPC, "PLAYERMODLOADED") ) {return;}
else if ( oPC == OBJECT_INVALID || GetIsDead(oPC) || GetLocalInt(oPC, "RulesKnown") == 0 ) {return;}
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// GATHER BASIC ITEM INFO HERE
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
string sName = GetName(oItem);
string sItemTag = GetTag(oItem);
string sItemRes = GetResRef(oItem);
int iITEMTYPE = GetBaseItemType(oItem);
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PC PICKS UP (ACQUIRES) SOMETHING CHECK
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if(GetGlobalInt("ESTABLISHED") > 0 && (iITEMTYPE == BASE_ITEM_ARROW || iITEMTYPE == BASE_ITEM_BOLT
|| iITEMTYPE == BASE_ITEM_BULLET))
{
SendMessageToPC(oPC, "PICKED UP AMMO"); // SAY SOMETHING TO THE PLAYER
}
}

CODE STRUCTURE: Don’t panic! I know there is quite a bit to look at in the example above, but I intend to break it
down bit by bit to explain what it is that you are looking at, and how the engine sees it too. First, recognise that
anything that comes after two forward slashes (//) is considered a “comment”. Commented code turns dark green in
the NWN compiler program, so it stands out from the rest of the code. NOTE: This is the only colour my example code
and the compiler code have in common. The NWN compiler adds other colours that help the coder distinguish what
they are looking at. For now, however, I am using different colours to help describe what is being done here. Please
note that rather than comment each individual line with //, you can instead use a /* and */ to mark the beginning and
end of a commented section of code. This can be helpful if you have a large section of comments. NB: Comments
cannot be placed INSIDE smooth brackets ( ) areas.
VOID MAIN SCRIPT: As I stated earlier, most of your scripts will be of the void main() type, which means all such
scripts will require the void main() section at the start (case sensitive), followed by your code between two curly
brackets { } that mark the beginning and end of the void main code entry. Inside this entry are other functions and
variables, which use their own curly brackets to denote where their section of code starts and ends. (See next.)
COMPILER: When we write our script, we write it in simple text, albeit in code. The is too wordy for the NWN engine,
which requires this info in a more streamlined format. Therefore, when we “save” our code, the game engine saves a
“compiled” version of our code at the same time as our text version, which the game engine uses instead. Therefore,
you will find two files with the same name in your NWN directory, one ending in .NSS, which is the human-readable
text version, and one ending .NCS, which is the compiled engine-readable version.
ERROR CHECKING: If we make a mistake when writing our code, the engine gives us a warning when we save the
script. Any scripts that fails to compile will not work in the game, and so we must make sure our scripts pass the test
and compile each time we save a script. (It tells you at the bottom of the page.) Mistakes are often just simple typos,
but can also relate to unrecognised variable names or even unrecognised functions. At this stage, just be aware that
a script that fails to compile must be fixed by you or it will not work in the game.
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CURLY & SMOOTH BRACKETS: You will notice that scripting uses a lot of different brackets throughout its code
structure. These different types of brackets are used for different things, but at the same time also help the coder to
separate their script into sections that they can read more easily. Some coders shortcut the application of these
brackets by not inserting them where not needed. However, I have always found that including them makes it easier
for me to read the code. As you improve, you can learn how and where you can leave them out and decide whether
to use them or not. Furthermore, as long as these brackets fall in the correct place, you can condense the code or
spread it out (add or remove spaces as I have in the example), subject to your style and preference of presentation.
The curly brackets { } tend to be used to distinguish “blocks” of code that may be doing things like running through a
loop or mark out a section of conditional code like an “if” statement. Smooth brackets ( ) tend to be used with
functions and where we enter parameters for them. You will find functions with their smooth brackets inside the curly
ones of a main piece of code. A script will fail to compile if an opening bracket is missing its partner closing bracket.
Therefore, make a note each time you open a bracket, so you also place its closing partner bracket.

Scripts need to know what type of variables you wish it to work with before you start writing your code with them. For
instance, you may know that the variable “ItemsCarried” is to track the number of items a PC carries, but the NWN
engine has no idea what it represents. It could be an integer, a float, a string or any of the other variable types the
engine handles. In this case, as it represents a whole number, we would declare it as an Integer. Integers are
represented by the letters int. (INFO: Numbers with decimal places are float variables.)
UNDER THE HOOD (REFRESH): To remind you, these are the variable types the NWN engine recognises in the
order of most likely need :- Int, string, object, float, effect, location, itemproperty, vector, event, talent, and
struct. This tutorial only covers the first three common ones.

Thankfully, the NWN toolset comes with many common functions that we can use in our own scripts. Our task is
often one of recognising which of these functions available to us we can use in our own scripting based upon
results we are looking for.
The list of official functions is huge and many are contained in libraries, or what the NWN engine refers to as include
files. Basically, an include file is often a huge script (although can be of any size), which contains groups of functions
to do specific tasks for us. E.g. Many spell scripts refer to the #include “x0_i0_spells” library of functions.
NWSCRIPT: If you have ever searched the official scripts in the NWN2 toolset, you will find a script called nwscript.
As far as I can tell, this lists those main functions that many other functions build upon in the NWN toolset. These are
what we may call the hard-coded scripts, in that they are a function which we cannot alter in any way. From here, the
toolset comes with many library scripts that build upon this core list, and also demostrates how we can build our own
function libraries from the hard-coded functions available to us. For example, let us take a look at the common include
file called, x0_i0_spells. Within that are many functions, with one called, int ArcaneArcherCalculateBonus. If we
wished to use this specific function in our own scripts we would need to add the line #include “x0_i0_spells” to the
top of the script before we started our void main() section. Note, in this example, this function simply uses the
GetLevelByClass core function in a unique way that then sends an integer in response to its calling. In this case, it
calculates a bonus for an Arcane Archer. Hence the name the function has been given.

WHY DO I NEED TO KNOW ALL THIS?: I admit that this has moved into more advanced territory. However, there is
a main principle that you need to understand before we go forward with explaining the example script further. It is this:
We use functions (already written) that may call other functions, which we can use in our own built functions.
Fundamentally, many functions we use will have been built upon a core group of functions. Most of the times we can
either use a function already built, or build our own home-brew functions based upon what is already provided.
A module builder who wishes to script, needs to be aware that functions are the core tools we use, alter, or redesign
to our own needs when writing a full blown script of our own. This is where a glance at the Lexicon may now be
useful, as it lists and gives information on all those functions that have been officially written for the NWN game. The
bottom line, however, is that as your needs expand to require more unique functions to handle specific tasks, so you
would need to know what is already potentially available to give you a foundation to work upon.
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// ON ACQUIRE EXAMPLE SCRIPT
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
void main()
{
object oItem = GetModuleItemAcquired();
object oPC = GetModuleItemAcquiredBy();
object oPreviousOwner = GetModuleItemAcquiredFrom();
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PREVENT SCRIPT FROM FIRING UNTIL IN GAME PROPER
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
If ( GetGlobalInt("JUSTLOADEDMOD") || GetLocalInt(oPC, "PLAYERMODLOADED") ) {return;}
else if ( oPC == OBJECT_INVALID || GetIsDead(oPC) || GetLocalInt(oPC, "RulesKnown") == 0 ) {return;}
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// GATHER BASIC ITEM INFO HERE
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
string sName = GetName(oItem);
string sItemTag = GetTag(oItem);
string sItemRes = GetResRef(oItem);
int iITEMTYPE = GetBaseItemType(oItem);
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PC PICKS UP (ACQUIRES) SOMETHING CHECK
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if(GetGlobalInt("ESTABLISHED") > 0 && (iITEMTYPE == BASE_ITEM_ARROW || iITEMTYPE == BASE_ITEM_BOLT
|| iITEMTYPE == BASE_ITEM_BULLET))
{
SendMessageToPC(oPC, "PICKED UP AMMO"); // SAY SOMETHING TO THE PLAYER
}
}

I would like to go over one last concept before discussing the script above: To discuss how objects keep track of
variables. In my early days, it was once I understood this concept that opened the way to greater scripting potential
more than any other aspect. Therefore, grasp this and you will likely have taken a big step in understanding scripting.
Much of the game is about keeping track of variables. But where are these variables held and kept track of you may
ask? One Answer: Variables can be kept track of by storing them on most objects. To do this, the builder must
have first prepared the variable they wish to track and store, secondly, know the object on which they wish to store it
and third, have a name of a holder in which they wish to store it within said object. Let us use the code above to show
where I have done this. (A caveat: Variables can also be stored “globally”, which basically means they do not have
to be stored on an object. Those that are stored on an object are referred to as being stored “locally”.)
The bit of code above that reads, GetLocalInt(oPC, "PLAYERMODLOADED") is basically requesting (“GET”) the
local integer variable that has been stored on the oPC object variable in a holder called “PLAYERMODLOADED”.
NOTE: The function being used here is GetLocalInt() and we (as the builder) have provided the variable information
as parameters between the two smooth brackets ( ) that the function requires. NB: If we do not pass information that
the function requires to work with, then the script will fail to compile. In this case, the function GetLocalInt() requires
an object passed as the first parameter and a string representing the variable holder name (which we make up) as the
second parameter. If you look at the function description in the toolset (by clicking on it within the code), it says this:
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As this is such an important concept to grasp, I will go over this once again in more detail, and expand upon it. The
above information from the toolset, which The Lexicon goes into more detail about, is basically showing you the
format in which it is expecting data to be passed to it. All the functions in the toolset show this type of information if
possible, so it is a good source of help when trying to use a function you are not familiar with.
This function, however, along with its other variations for: “float” GetLocalFloat(), “string” GetLocalString(),
“location” GetLocalLocation() and “object” GetLocalObject(), as well as similar global variations of the function
GetGlobalInt(), GetGlobalFloat, and GetGlobalString() will feature most prominently in your scripts as you progress,
so using them will soon become second nature to you. However, before you can use these functions to “Get” the
variable stored on them, we would have already used the “Set” partner function to store a variable on them, such as:
SetLocalInt(), SetLocalFloat(), SetLocalString(), SetLocalLocation(), SetLocalObject(), SetGlobalInt(),
SetGlobalFloat(), or SetGlobalString(). Setting variables to be available to retrieve later is, I believe, a core
aspect to writing a script. Here is what the toolset says about the “Set” partner function :-

A “LOCAL” VARIABLE SETTING FUNCTION

INT v VOID: Notice the global
version implies an int variable can
be returned when using it. I have
NEVER used it this way, and only
ever use the function to set the
global variable as if a void function.
i.e. Just because a function can
return a value, it does not mean you
are going to use it!

A “GLOBAL” VARIABLE SETTING FUNCTION

Before a variable can be retrieved, either from an object (if stored using the local versions of the function) or from a
global variable holder we have named, the builder will have already stored it previously using something similar to the
functions in the format above. In the first “local” option, the builder uses the SetLocalInt function to store an integer
value on an object in a variable name applied in a string (text) format. In the second SetGlobalInt function, the
builder could have saved the same (or different) integer value in a same (or different) variable name applied in a
string without requiring an object to store the variable holder (or “look after” as I think of it). NOTE: This is an example
of when we want to store and retrieve an integer. We would use the appropriate function to do the same with any
other type of data: For example, we would use SetLocalString (or SetGlobalString) if we were trying to store a string
variable in text format.
PARAMETER FORMATS: Many parameters are passed without using any speech marks “ ”. However, if we are
passing a string (raw text), we need to include the text inside speech marks. E.g. Variable names supplied as raw
strings would need to be within speech marks. Examples of using these functions include the following :SetLocalString(oPC, “PCNAME”, sName); ... Variable sName stored locally on oPC inside holder called “PCNAME”.
SetGlobalString(“PCNAME”, sName); .... Variable sName stored globally inside holder called “PCNAME”.
SetLocalString(oPC, “ANAME”, “TIM”); ... Specific raw text “TIM” stored locally on oPC in holder called “ANAME”.
SetGlobalString(sNameVar, sNamePC); ... An example where only variables are used, so no speech marks required.
NOTE: Locally stored variables (on objects) are usually specific to the object they are attached to, although this does
not have to be the case. Global variables tend to be more generic or module based, rather than PC or object specific.
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Finally, if you have managed to follow all the pretext, we can now put together what we have learned and break down
the code and examine it piece by piece. We have already discussed why you start with void main(), as that is how
NWN core scripts start that then rely on other functions within them to do a task. We are not expecting this script to
return anything as if using a conditional check for a conversation, but instead, to do something in the game.
STEP 1: Declare The Variables: Normally the first thing we need inside a script is to declare the variables we intend
to work with. Thankfully, there are already some dedicated functions to use when trying to work with the Module’s On
Acquire hook. These can be seen in the first three lines within the main code:
object oItem = GetModuleItemAcquired();
object oPC = GetModuleItemAcquiredBy();
object oPreviousOwner = GetModuleItemAcquiredFrom();
In this case, we have declared three object variables, which we (according to our own choice) have named object
oItem, object oPC and object oPreviousOwner. Hopefully you can see the relationship between the variable names
I have chosen for the objects I am trying to retrieve information for, and the function I am using to retrieve said object.
If we looked at the toolset description for each of these functions, we would see that they are core functions which
work at a base level with the specific hook they were designed to work with. i.e. We would obviously not use the
GetPCItemLastEquippedBy function here, because, although a valid function when used in the right place, it is NOT
a valid function to use when trying to be used in a script that is about acquiring an object. I hope by now you would
recognise that such a function would only be relevant to use in a script being written for the OnPlayerEquipItem
event hook script. A degree of common sense is required regarding which functions to use in which scripts you are
writing, especially when first declaring variables as we are here.
When we use these functions, they basically do what their description says. In our first line here, we are basically
saying, I have named a variable object called object oItem and I want the the module item acquired (by the PC who
just acquired it), to be allocated as the object I am now referring to as oItem. i.e. We just told the engine that we have
made a variable and assigned (=) an object to that variable. We have then done similar with the next two lines
defining variables that (i) hold the PC who did the acquiring, and (ii) by making use of a function we have found called
GetModuleItemAcquiredFrom() to define a variable we have called oPreviousOwner just in case we have need to
do something with the item’s previous owner in our script (although we don’t use it). Once we have used such
functions to “Get” our objects, we can then start doing stuff with these objects in our remaining script code.
THE “GET” FUNCTIONS: There are many “GET” functions and are those that you should familiarise yourself with
first, as they become the most frequent ones used as you write scripts. Look carefully at their name, and it should be
obvious in which event hooks they will be used and the variable type they return.

If you check out the toolset description of the GetModuleItemRequired function, you can learn a couple of things:
First you can see that the function intends to return an “object” (the word in front of the function name), therefore,
when we use it, we should be defining an “object” variable to be received, and is why we said “object oItem =”. We
knew it was returning an object by its own definition, but we gave the variable its name (oItem) in which to store it.
Secondly, if this function had failed to return a valid object (for whatever reason), then it at least returns
“OBJECT_INVALID”, which is something we can “test against”, and so prevents the script from failing completely.
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STEP 2: Working With The Variables: So we now have object variables to work with, having retrieved them using
the On Acquired event hook specific functions. In this example, the first thing I have done with them (or more
specifically with the oPC object retrieved) is to check some variables stored on the PC that may prevent the script
from going any further. i.e. Even though a PC just acquired an item that caused this script to fire, variables we have
set on the PC or elsewhere may prevent this script from going to the end.
OPERATORS: Before I continue, I now need to mention “operators”. These are mathematical signs that we use in
scripts, not only for mathematical calculations, but also for us to be able to assign variables. For instance, the equals
sign (=) should be thought of as “assigning” a value rather than equating to something. In the case of needing to
check if something actually equates to something, we have to use the double equals sign (==). Hopefully, these
examples will make it clearer :1) When assigning a value to a variable, we use a single equals sign: object oItem = GetModuleItemAcquired(). We
can read this as saying, “The object oItem is assigned the object retrieved via the GetModuleItemAcquired function.”
2) On the other hand when we want to check something being equal, we would use something like:
if(GetLocalInt(oPC, “RulesKnown”) == 3). We can read this as saying, “If the value of the integer stored on the object
oPC within the variable holder “RulesKnown” equals 3”.
There are many other operators the compiler recognises, but the important ones to remember include :||

(OR) (Key: Shift backslash x 2)

> (Greater than)

+ (Addition)

&& (AND) (Key: Shift 7 x 2)

<

-

(Subtraction)

!

>= (Greater than or equal to)

*

(Multiply)

<= (Less than or equal to)

/

(Division)

(NOT) (Key: Exclamation mark.)

!= (Does not equal)

(Less than)

There are others, but their usage is outside the remit of this tutorial. The only other one I have personally used is %
which stands for “modulo”, and is not a percentage calculation as you may think it is. Now, let’s look more closely at
the script again.
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PREVENT SCRIPT FROM FIRING UNTIL IN GAME PROPER
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
If ( GetGlobalInt("JUSTLOADEDMOD") || GetLocalInt(oPC, "PLAYERMODLOADED") ) {return;}
else if ( oPC == OBJECT_INVALID || GetIsDead(oPC) || GetLocalInt(oPC, "RulesKnown") == 0 ) {return;}

Returning to our code example above, we can now interpret it as follows. First, there is a comment (in dark green text)
that states what the next bit of code is used for. Next we have an “if” statement, followed by an “else if” statement.
These run any code in much the same way as they read. The first of the two lines should be read as follows :If the global integer within the variable holder called “JUSTLOADEDMOD” is TRUE or (represented by the white ||
operator symbol) the local variable held on the object oPC in the variable holder called “PLAYERMODLOADED” is
TRUE, then stop running the script, which is represented by the bit of code that follows in the curly brackets that
relates to the “if” statement when its conditions are met. In this case, if either “conditions” of the “if” statement are met,
then the code to fire is the return; section, which simply stops the script from running any further.
If, however, both of these if “conditions” are NOT met, then we move down to the next line of code (else if) which
checks to see if any of the other conditions are met (instead) to fire some code related to these conditions being met
instead. Here this line of code is checking if the object we retrieved earlier (oPC) is “OBJECT_INVALID”, or if oPC is
dead, or if a local variable stored on oPC in a variable holder called “RulesKnown” is FALSE (zero). If any are met
(because we are using an “or” operator), the script will stop again.
SCRIPTING STYLE: These two lines of code could be better written. For instance, it may be wiser to check if the
object oPC is valid before function checks which expect it to be so are called anyway. Furthermore, we could just
amalgamate the various checks into one larger “if” statement without dropping to a second “else if” check if the first
fails. As your script improves, you will develop your own style, and it will also change over time (as my own has). As
long as your code compiles, the engine is relatively forgiving about such things as checking variables on objects that
may not actually be currently valid. Therefore, don’t worry too much, as long as you understand what it is doing.
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// GATHER BASIC ITEM INFO HERE
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
string sName = GetName(oItem);
string sItemTag = GetTag(oItem);
string sItemRes = GetResRef(oItem);
int iITEMTYPE = GetBaseItemType(oItem);

STEP 3: Declaring More Variables: Having declared the basic object variables at the start of the script and then
used them to check if we want the script to continue firing, we now move further down the script to where we declare
some more variables based upon the item object the PC has just picked up. NOTE: I did not declare these variables
any earlier, because if the script had ended due to one reason or another at the earlier checks, then preparing them
any earlier would have been pointless, as they would never have been used.
When we retrieved our item object earlier, we gave it a variable name called oItem. We now want to gather some
more information about this item our PC has picked up (or acquired).
ONCE DECLARED, ALWAYS DECLARED: Once we have “declared” our variables for the first time in a script, we
don’t have to keep declaring them again. In fact, we should NOT do so, or it will effectively “reset” it. Basically, to
declare a variable is to tell the engine what type of data the variable is (int, string, etc.). At the same time we may also
give the variable its initial value for the script. Then, throughout the remaining script we no longer have to say what
type of variable it is, E.g. Once we have declared string sName, the engine now knows sName is a string and so we
can now just refer to it by its name of sName. The script could now potentially change the value of this variable, but
we will still only ever need to refer to it by its name without any further declaration of its data type.
Why do I have my item variable name as oItem instead of just Item? When I first started coding, I never did add a
prefix to a variable name and often wondered why other coders did. However, as time has gone by and I have looked
back over my code, I discovered that it was not obvious what these names actually represented in terms of a variable
type. Therefore, the small letter in front of the main name (and now forms part of the name) actually gives the coder
an insight as to the type of variable it represents: “o” for object, “s” for a string, “i” for an integer, “f” for a float, “l” for a
location and so on. Then, when the coder scans their code for a specific variable, it makes it easier to spot.
Does every object require a unique name? The short answer is only when used within the same script. For
instance, you can use the variable string name sName in many different scripts, and the variable name will not be
used or confused with any other scripts that use the same variable name. In fact, if the variable is being declared
within its own section of code within the same script, then the variable name can be used again. However, this may
cause confusion for yourself if you try scanning a script for the variable and not realise you have used it twice. Take
care if you do so.
What about Variable Holder names? Variable holder names must be unique for the object they are used with, or
unique when used with a global variable. In my own experience, however, I will also add that you should take care on
how large this variable holder name is. I have been caught with a bug when the name went above 31 characters. You
may think that is hard to reach (and is unnecessary), but if the name was being set by a variable made from other
objects such as a combination of tags, names and a unique identifier, then it can easily go above this number of
characters. It took me a long while to track a bug caused by this when making The Scroll.
So, looking at the code above, you should now be able to recognise how four new basic functions are being used to
retrieve data from the item object we are passing as a parameter for these functions. Hopefully, these official
campaign functions are clear to you now in the type of data you expect to be returned, and with what it relates to. Line
by line we have the following :1) GetName() We declare a string variable called sName to assign the string data returned by the GetName function.
To clarify a point I made earlier, it is possible that we had used the associated SetName function on this item earlier to
give it the name we are retrieving. However, by default, the engine will return the name given to the item at build time.
2) GetTag() We define a string variable called sItemTag to assign the string data returned by the GetTag function.
For the record, NWN2 has a SetTag function too, which can be used, or else the function simply returns the Tag set at
build time. I don’t believe NWN1 has the SetTag function.
3) GetResRef() We define a string variable called sItemRes to assign the string data of the item returned by the
GetResRef function.
4) GetBaseItemType() We define an int variable called iITEMTYPE to assign the integer data of the item returned by
the GetBaseItemType function. NB: This function retrieves data for an item already pre-defined by the NWN
toolset, which can be found as CONSTANTS listed in the nwscript script and various 2da files.
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NWN CONSTANTS: Many functions in the NWN toolset rely and work with data already set for various objects within
the game. This data is set as CONSTANTS within the engine which we can also rely upon when using those
functions that interrogate the data on an object. For example, a CONSTANT integer value of 25 has been assigned to
bolts in NWN2. I believe many of these constant values are the same as it was for NWN1. However, NWN2 has a
“globals” section in the toolset which can be selected to help show some of these various CONSTANT values
associated with various objects. However, as memorising just numbers associated with the many objects in the game
is impossible for most, the toolset designers also gave us CONSTANT INTEGER VARIABLE NAME references for
easier recall. So, for instance, the integer variable name BASE_ITEM_BOLT has been assigned the value 25. It is far
easier to remember BASE_ITEM_BOLT when checking if an object is a bolt than to try to recall the specific value of
25 that represents the bolt base item. If you were to open the baseitems.2da file and check the line 25, you will see it
refers to bolts. Hopefully, you are beginning to notice how things like 2da files relate to various scripting functions.

//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// PC PICKS UP (ACQUIRES) SOMETHING CHECK
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
if(GetGlobalInt("ESTABLISHED") > 0 && (iITEMTYPE == BASE_ITEM_ARROW || iITEMTYPE == BASE_ITEM_BOLT
|| iITEMTYPE == BASE_ITEM_BULLET))
{
SendMessageToPC(oPC, "PICKED UP AMMO"); // SAY SOMETHING TO THE PLAYER
}

STEP 4: Doing Something With The Data: So having worked our way through the script we are now at a section of
the code that may actually do something for the player. Hopefully, by now, you can see in this final section that we are
running through some last checks on what item the PC actually picked up, based upon the data we just retrieved
about the item we gathered in the last section of code.
In particular, we are going to check the integer we retrieved from the acquired item using the GetBaseItemType
function. This check is basically returning the CONSTANT integer assigned to the item by the toolset already. It
returns it as a number, but as I describe in the blue text box above, this number represents a certain base item type
according to its 2da reference, and also has an easier to understand integer variable name we can compare it to. So,
rather than look up every integer reference I wanted to check the item against, instead, I make use of the user friendly
variable names the toolset provides, and compare with those. NB: In the toolset, you can double-click on a
CONSTANT VARIABLE within your script to be shown what its actual constant integer is. E.g. When I double
click on BASE_ITEM_ARROW, I get 20. For the BASE_ITEM_BULLET I get 27, and as we have already established,
for the BASE_ITEM_BOLT, I get 25. Basically, if I had memorised the numbers I could have checked my variable
value held in iITEMTYPE with the integers directly. However, the constant variable names have been provided exactly
for this kind of scripting, and so I use them to check against instead.
So, reading the last few lines of code, we get :- If the global int held in the variable holder called “ESTABLISHED” is a
value greater than zero (I could have just checked against being TRUE here, but sometimes style trumps accuracy)
and (&&) that the base item type value for the item just acquired is either that for an arrow or (||) a bolt, or (||) a bullet,
then do the bit of code in the curly brackets that follows, which is basically to send a message to the PC we had
defined at the start of the script (the PC who did the picking up of the item) that says, “PICKED UP AMMO”. There are
a couple of points to note here: 1) Smooth Brackets Placement (1): Although the code above breaks a line and continues underneath itself, it should
be read as a single line of code. We can tell this is the case because we consider the placement of outer most smooth
brackets that contain the various variable checks we are making for this if statement. i.e. An if statement opens and
closes with smooth brackets and is testing all the criteria inside these brackets to determine if the code that follows it
(in its own pair of curly brackets) fires or not.
2) Smooth Brackets Placement (2): Pairs of smooth brackets used within the outer most set of smooth brackets of
the if statement and which contain other checks, observe standard mathematical rules, in that anything inside a
section of its own brackets is handled independently from other areas outside its bracket set. So, in the example
above, we can help to clarify the checks by emphasising it in the following way .... If the global variable
“ESTABLISHED” check returns TRUE and (if any of the variable checks in the section of code that follows within its
own smooth brackets returns TRUE), then do the code that follows in the curly brackets, which is to send the player a
message to their PC that they picked up either an arrow, or a bolt or bullet., by saying “PICKED UP AMMO”.
CONFUSINGLY WORDY: I have been deliberately wordy and over-emphasising the points when “translating” what
the code is doing to help explain what is going on. If you have a basic understanding of mathematics and logic, then
things like “if” statements should flow naturally in your mind. However, for those not used to reading code, I hope
reading the wordy sentences while examining the code will help you to understand what the code is doing as you
read.
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During your time of scripting with NWN, you will become familiar with the various specific objects you can use when
building your module. Each object type has its own ways of handling, and for the purposes of scripting, each has its
own event hooks. We have already discussed what event hooks that are available for the module object, now we shall
consider some of the other objects.
FUNCTION GetObjectType(): This is a function you will become familiar with in time and is the one that tells us what
object type we may be dealing with. Valid object types returned with this function are (with their actual integer value) :1) OBJECT_TYPE_CREATURE (1)
2) OBJECT_TYPE_ITEM (2)
3) OBJECT_TYPE_TRIGGER (4)
4) OBJECT_TYPE_DOOR (8)
5) OBJECT_TYPE_AREA_OF_EFFECT (16)
6) OBJECT_TYPE_WAYPOINT (32)
7) OBJECT_TYPE_PLACEABLE (64)
8) OBJECT_TYPE_STORE (128)
9) OBJECT_TYPE_ENCOUNTER (256)
10) OBJECT_TYPE_LIGHT (512)
11) OBJECT_TYPE_PLACED_EFFECT (1024)

NOTE: The GetObjectType function simply checks what type of
object we may have retrieved or are looking for. It is what I term a
supplementary function in that it is used alongside other functions. It
helps us determine if the object we are working with is what we are
expecting it to be. I give it as an example here, as it is also a good
means of introducing the various object types we have available to
us in the game, which this function recognises.
NB: Objects in the list that are struck out do not have specific event
hooks associated with them and are not covered in this tutorial,
even though they can be accessed in scripts using this function.

NOTE: The module object does not return a valid integer using this function. To get the module object, we can use a
dedicated function called GetModule(); Note also that there is also a variable for OBJECT_TYPE_ALL and
OBJECT_TYPE_INVALID, which both have a return value of 32767. For the purposes of this tutorial, we are only
considering the individual valid objects. You may note the integers increase by powers of two. They are managed this
way due to the way official functions can search for them with boolean checks, which is also outside the remit of this
tutorial. Now follows an example of each object type that has valid event hook script placeholders.

While a PC is arguably a creature, we have already recognised that a player’s PC is actually handled by many scripts
attached to the module object rather than those associated with other creature like monsters. However, if you take a
look at the nwn2_scriptsets.2da, you will also see which set of scripts by default are attached to which event hook
for PCs of various types, like companions. However, this is moving into advanced scripting and is outside the remit of
this manual. I mention it for completion only.
Here are the event hook scripts taken from my
creatures that I use in The Scroll. Note, for
clarity, I have begun their name with alb_mon_
to help remind me they are “monster” scripts.
Those that begin nw_c2_ are the default ones I
have left untouched.
We can see I have not altered the rest and user
defined event hooks, and unless you have
specific reasons to, you will not do so either.
Note also that if you do intend to make changes
to scripts, use new scripts with your own names
rather than alter any official ones. E.g. If you
intend to alter a creatures AI, these are the
event hook scripts you would alter like I have.
Hopefully, by now it should also be clear to you what these event scripts relate to. For example, the OnBlocked script
fires when a creature encounters a door that blocks its way. The OnCoversation fires when it starts a conversation.
The OnDamaged script fires when it is damaged. The OnEndCombatRound fires when its combat round comes to
an end. The Heartbeat script fires every six seconds on the creature it is attached to. The OnInventoryDisturbed
fires when the creature is pick-pocketed. The OnPerception script fires when the creature sees or hears something.
The OnPhysicallyAttacked script fires when it is physically attacked. The OnRest supposedly fires when it rests.
(Although I have never used this to confirm the case.) The OnSpawn fires when it first enters the module (at load time
or when spawned via an encounter trigger). The OnSpellCastAt fires when a spell is cast at it, and the user defined is
a special which I neither use nor cover in this tutorial. Each script that is assigned to each event hook has dedicated
functions associated with it that can be determined from the list of functions available either by searching through
official scripts already written or consulting The Lexicon.
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Interestingly, scripts associated with items are handled somewhat differently from other objects. They do not have any
event scripts associated with them directly from the toolset. However, special item handling code can be activated
within a module called Tag-Based scripting.
In brief, when activated as a module setting, tag-based scripting then triggers an event script according to whether an
item has been either acquired, un-acquired, equipped, un-equipped, or activated, all based upon the tag you have
set the item to have. There are one or two more steps to consider when using this system, but is outside the remit of
this tutorial. Astute readers will, however, already recognise that each of these event hooks is already handled by the
Module event hooks that we discussed at the very start. Therefore, while this tag-based system is available as an
option, it is not essential, as everything that can be done with tag-based scripting can already be handled by module
based event hooks, which we have already covered.
The main thing to remember when using the module event hooks is that you would need to distinguish between the
various items that may need these various checks within the module scripts themselves. However, this is easily
handled by simply comparing the tag (or some other variable) associated with the item with what you want it to
specifically do within the appropriate script. So, for example, in our first demo script, we checked an items base item
type to see what happened when a PC acquired an ammo item in certain circumstances. A more specific example
may be what would happen if a PC equipped a piece of armour that had a unique tag labeled “ArmourofDeath”, in
which case we would have a section of code within our OnEquipped script which made a Tag check along the lines of
if(GetTag(oItem) == “ArmourofDeath”){Your code that runs in between these curly brackets.}
The bottom line is, refer to the first example and look for item specific functions relating to the specific hook type when
dealing with items.

When you place a trigger in your module, again we have certain hook events that we can attach scripts to. The
number of hooks is fewer, but then again, we don’t need as many anyway. After all, there are only so many thing a PC
can do with a trigger. The one you are most likely to use here is the one when the PC Enters the trigger.
Here is an example of one of my triggers that uses the
OnEnter event hook. In this case, I have attached a script that
simply updates a journal entry. In this instance, I also show
the “variables” section in the screen shot to demonstrate how
each object can also have “variables” directly attached to it at
the time of build. Therefore, if you know what the variable to
be updated will be, then you can attach a script which
accesses the variable information from the object itself and
updates it when a PC enters the trigger. This means you do
not have to write the same code for different entries, but
simply alter the variable section for each trigger instead.
In the above image, I have a number of “variable holder” placeholders that are set to remind me that I need to add
these variables at the time I place the trigger. You can only see part of the first variable placeholder in this screen
shot, but there are more. When the PC enters this trigger, the alb_trg_journupdate fires and it retrieves the various
variables that I set upon it at the time of build. These variables are retrieved using the GetLocalInt type ones, subject
to what type of variable we have set. So, if I had a string “alb_journ_mission1” inside the JOURNALTAG variable
holder on the trigger object, then in the attached OnEnter script I would use the following :string sJournMission = GetLocalString(OBJECT_SELF, “JOURNALTAG”);
This would then retrieve the string “alb_journ_mission1” from the “JOURNALTAG” variable holder that is attached to
itself. I may then use this variable data to update the journal for the player using another function to do so. I will let you
examine the functions available to do this, but as a clue, it has the word “journal” in the function name.
IMPORTANT NOTE ON VARIABLES: Just because a variable has been setup, it does not mean it is “set in stone”,
and never to alter. In fact, altering variables as the player plays your module is part of what scripting is all about. As an
example, where we may have one trigger setup to set a journal entry called “alb_journ_mission1” to a journal at stage
one, later we may have a trigger that changes the variable for that journal entry to stage two. i.e. The same variable
has changed from one value (representing a journal being at the first stage of its entry) to another value that means a
different stage of a journal entry is displayed for the player.
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Eventually your players will encounter a door that may do something a little different to usual. When this needs to be
the case, you need to alter the door object associated event hook scripts. A door has quite a few, although often many
are not used.
Here is an example of one of my doors and associated event hook
scripts. The event hook you will use most often is the one entitled
OnClick, as this is often the one to use when we want to check
variables before moving PCs to wherever it leads.
However, other useful ones are the OnFailedToOpen which can
be employed to start a conversation with the PC that tried to open
it.
The OnMeleeAttacked and OnSpellCastAt can also be useful if
you want something to happen if the PC tries to bash it down or
cast a spell on it like Knock.
However, as you can see, the door object has a healthy number of
different hooks to which we can attach scripts that intercept a
player’s PC’s actions.

Placeable objects are frequent objects a PC is likely to interact with in your module environment. They too have a
healthy number of event hook scripts available to them, and often make use of variables like triggers do.
By now you will start to see how the different objects may have
some event hook similarities. For instance, both doors and
placeable objects have an OnClosed event hook, as a door can
be closed by a PC and a cupboard placeable object can often be
closed by a PC too. (If it has been setup to have an inventory.)
In both script situations, common functions can be used that would
make sense in their usage, such as the GetLastClosedBy
function in this example. In both script cases, this function would
return the PC object that last closed the door or placeable object in
question to which the script is attached.
Therefore, bear in mind when certain functions may be used with
certain event hook scripts. Just like the differences we discussed
earlier when using the correct function with the correct event hook
in our first OnAcquired example, so we must also bear in mind the
correct function usage in these hook events too.

The final standard object that has event hooks attached is the
encounter object. You can see from this screen shot that it has
five associated event hooks and an option to add variables like
the others mentioned. However, as most encounter triggers are
self maintained in their basic setup, it is rare that we may need
to use any of these hooks. However, if you do need to do
something, this is where you would attach your associated
script.
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One other object where we can attach event hooks is the area object. Like the Module object, which uses a dedicated
GetModule() function to retrieve the object, the area object also has a dedicated function to retrieve it, GetArea().
Notice that these area event hooks have two “On
Enter” types. The important distinction between
these two is that the OnEnter script fires for all
creatures that enter an area, including any
monsters and NPCs, as well as player’s PCs. The
On Client Enter hook, on the other hand, fires for a
player’s Main PC only. It will fire for every player in
a MP setup. Therefore, if you want something to
only fire once in a MP game, add some conditions.

It is worth mentioning that a builder should be conscious of a number of events potentially firing within close timing to
one another. For instance, when a player enters a module, not only are there a number of module entry events firing
within close timing (see “Loading & Entering The Module” on page 4), but we can also now add to that both the area’s
OnEnter and On Client Enter events as the PC enters the at the time of loading the module. On top of that could also
come a module or PC’s heartbeat event hook, which can fire just prior or after some of these events.
HANDLING HEARTBEAT SCRIPTS: Heartbeat scripts fire every six seconds for the object to which they are
attached. The toolset provides a number of heartbeat event hooks, most notably for the Module, the Area, the PC and
Creature objects. Care and consideration should be taken when attaching scripts to these particular event hooks
because their calling may not fall at the time you need it to. A few seconds in coding can make a big difference as to
whether a variable has been set correctly or not. Furthermore, because the initial heartbeat is an unknown point of
time, trying to rely on variables set using this event hook will also be unknown and so unreliable. Experience will help
you recognise when best to employ heartbeat event hooks.

One of the most important points to remember when it comes to writing your own scripts is to bear in mind their timing
of execution, and especially the timings of functions within the scripts themselves.
Normally, a script you write executes (“runs”) the lines of code in the order you have written them. However, there are
times when you may want or need to delay a line of code from running before some other lines have finished. For
myself, knowing when to do this has definitely become a fine art. The more experienced you become at writing scripts,
the easier it will become to know when to employ such delays.
To delay a function, we use another function called DelayCommand() Here is an example where I delay an effect
being applied to a PC (oMainPC in this call) by two seconds:
effect StayStill = EffectCutsceneImmobilize();
DelayCommand(2.0, ApplyEffectToObject(DURATION_TYPE_PERMANENT, StayStill, oMainPC));
A more common usage of this function is to deliver lines of feedback text in a certain order and with small delays
between to appear at a better rate for the player. However, it is especially important to consider using in larger scripts
that may be asking the engine to do many calculations, which are better executed with minor 0.1 second delays to
ensure one section of code has been given enough “time” to finish its task before it has to go off and do another
calculation. For while we imagine our computers as super efficient calculating machines, I can attest that sometimes,
due to one reason or another, the NWN engine needs this kind of very minor delay between some calculations to
ensure they fire properly. So, delaying commands for aesthetics is one reason to use the DelayCommand() function,
but there will be other times you have to use it to ensure your code fires as it should. Experience and practice will help
demonstrate when this is the case.
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As previously discussed, when writing a script, we are generally doing so to have an action or event take place in
response to a player’s PCs actions, or to maintain and alter variables behind the scene as time passes. Therefore,
most of the times a script will require the following structure ...
1) Acquire the PC object that the script will work with. In a multi-player game you need to consider the script
having to fire for all players in the module. This may require a loop looking for all players of the module, also taking
care not to include any players that may have joined as DMs. If your module is for a SP game, then you are usually
safe to use the GetFirstPC() function, which will always return the first player PC object that is within the game. Be
aware though that some of the earliest firing event hooks (like OnModule load) will not even have the player loaded
into the module at this stage and so the function will return an OBJECT_INVALID.
2) Acquire any objects that the script will need to work with. Sometimes this will be in relation to the PC acquired
in 1 above, while at other times it may just need to alter something about the objects alone. In either case, recognise
how you intend to access an object. One function used to do such is to use the GetObjectByTag() function, which
can acquire an object with a unique tag. So, for easy one off objects this can be quite easy. However, often objects
share tags, and so will require extra means to determine a particular object, and may require usage of a “loop”.
3) Alter Variables Or Do Other Stuff. The final stage of most scripts is to then do something with the objects you
have just retrieved using those functions for the specific event hook types where the script was fired. The point being,
once you have acquired your objects, there are many other functions available to do things with them, from basic PC
functions that may heal the PC or apply an effect, to identify an item or even destroy an item. Maybe you even want to
run the PC object through some cutscene code. Bear in mind that this can be quite a difficult area to do well.

Having written everything so far, I am of a mind that there are some aspects that will still escape the understanding of
the reader and so am going to try to approach this from another angle, based upon what we have already discussed,
but with extra details that may clarify one or two outstanding issues. To do this, I decided to write a script from scratch,
and explain as I go. I will break it into steps, and explain subtleties along the way ... We will write a script that I hope
will cover most of the common scripting practices you will need to know to help with your own script writing.
STEP ONE: What Does Your Script Do?
Even before you start scripting, you should have a clear mind as to what you want your script to do, and more
importantly at this stage (and what I hope you have learned by now at least), know when the script will be triggered
by your player. i.e. What event hook will this script need to be attached to? For our example, I have decided that
we want a journal to update when a PC picks up a piece of litter from the ground. Furthermore, I want the journal to
update to completed when they have picked up a total of four pieces of litter. Hopefully, from what you have read so
far, you will recognise that this requires us to write a script and attach it to the OnAcquired module event hook. If you
had not understood this, then I recommend that you re-read the opening section of this tutorial before reading further.
STEP TWO: What Approach Shall We Take?
If you are new to scripting (which I am guessing you are if you are reading this), then having any concept of different
approaches may not even occur to you as being possible. That’s fine, as even coders like myself may not recognise a
different approach to something until half way through starting a script. Then we may have to alter it or even start
afresh. In this instance, there are a couple of different approaches that I will point out straightaway: If we intend to
change the journal entry on each pick up of a new piece of litter, do we use “tokens” that we can simply change in the
same journal entry, or simply replace each journal entry as an update? Furthermore, are we going to allow a PC to
drop a piece of litter and go “back” a journal entry? These are the sorts of things you should consider even before you
start writing your script, as depending upon what you are going to allow your player’s PC to do will have an impact on
what we end up writing. As I do not cover “tokens” in this tutorial, and it is supposed to be a “beginners guide”, I will
stick to basic journal replacements, and make the litter “cursed” (cannot be dropped), to make things easier. If,
however, after scripting this basic method you want to try to involve tokens, then please try it. We learn best by trying
to do things for ourselves than just following a tutorial. Lastly, I will assume the litter is a non-stackable item.
STEP THREE: Think About The Variables We Will Be Working With.
Again, this may appear difficult as a beginner, but you do need to start thinking how the script will take shape before
you write it. What variables will be needed? What functions will I need? You may have absolutely no idea at this
stage. Again, that is fine, as even coders like myself forget what functions may be available to help us do what we are
trying to do. The point is to think about what you need the script to do before you look for the appropriate functions.
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For instance, if we read over what we intend the script to do (step one), we already know that we have a PC involved,
and some litter. Furthermore, we intend to update the PC journal. This is what I mean by thinking about the script
requirements ahead of writing it. Now that we have a vague idea of the various variables we may require, we can start
writing the script. The image below shows our very first start .... At this stage, we have simply opened a new script,
named it “abc_mod_pickup”, Then we added a comment at the top of the script to tell us what it is going to do, and
where we intend to place it. Then, knowing it is not being written as a conditional script for a conversation, it can only
be the other type, which is a void main() script. Therefore, we add void main() at the top of the script and prepare the
code entry by adding our two curly brackets beneath that { } , between which is where we will write our code to fire
when the player uses their PC to “pick up” an item, or what the game engine recognises as “acquiring an item”.

STEP FOUR: Declaring The Variables
Having already given our script some thought, we will now prepare the code to “get” some variables that we need to
work with. Before we can work with variables, we always need to retrieve them from somewhere. As we retrieve them
using the functions available to us, we can “declare” them at the same time. For instance, we could just prepare the
variables by adding the names we intend to use and leaving it at that before we then use them with “get” functions to
assign them values. For example, this is one way to do it:

However, the above method seems rather long-winded to me and somewhat a waste of space, possibly making it
harder to follow later. Therefore, it is easier (in my opinion) to assign the value for a variable at the same time as you
declare it, which simply means writing the code like this:

Hopefully, you will agree that it looks a lot tidier doing it the latter method. Even so, both methods are “correct”, and it
boils down to you writing your code in a style that is easiest for you to read and understand ... and if you want to,
easier for others to follow too. If others are going to read it, then it’s worth adding as many helpful comments as you
can as well. At this stage, we have declared only two variables. As we work with our script, we may recognise we
need to declare (or setup) others along the way. Let’s see how this pans out.
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THE “GET” FUNCTIONS: I have mentioned this previously, but it is worth mentioning again in this new context.
Hopefully, by now, you have begun to understand that we use the “Get” functions (those beginning with “GET”) to start
to pull data we want to work with from the engine. Do not concern yourself with how these core functions “get” the
data you are requesting, as many go back to what we call “hard-coded” functions. i.e. Hard-coded functions are the
bottom line that we cannot go beyond, and just have to accept that this is what the function does according to how the
engine works, and we can be grateful we have these functions with which to write our scripts. To ask the question is
analogous to asking where does the letter “A” come from? As far as we are concerned, it just is what it is .... A core
function we can use to “get” what we need to work with. That said, some “get” functions may not be core ones, but
have been written using core functions. To you, the coder, however, we just use the functions for what they can do for
us. When advanced in writing script, you could write your own functions, which you may legitimately start its name
with a “Get”. However, even your “Get” function will have to work from fundamental hard-coded core functions.
STEP FIVE: Adding More Functions
In declaring the PC and ITEM variables, we already had to use two core hard-coded functions to get this data for us.
Now, having retrieved that data, we now use other functions (provided by the toolset) to start to do what we want with
the retrieved data objects. Let’s start by checking what the item was just picked up. To do this, we need to “get” the
tag of the item we just picked up, and so we need to use the GetTag() function.
FAILSAFE CODING: Even before we start using this data, and to do things “properly”, we should normally do some
data integrity checks before we went any further. Is the PC we retrieved “valid”? Could the player who just picked up
something actually be a DM in a MP game? If so, we would not want the script to fire for them. As this is a simple
tutorial, however, I do not intend to add these checks, but simply bring it to your attention that such things may need to
be considered whenever you write a script. This is also why functions can sometimes return an empty string or an
OBJECT_INVALID, to help the coder stop the script from running any further if they are checking for valid data being
returned.

When the script is fired, the first thing we need to ascertain in our example is exactly what was picked up by the PC.
Or, more precisely, we need to find out if the item just picked up was a piece of litter that counts towards our
collection that will update the journal. Hopefully, you will have a general grasp on how the toolset distinguishes
between the various items in the game, by way of its “name”, “tag” and “resref”. If you are not familiar with these
identifying terms, then I recommend you go and read about them in other tutorials before attempting any scripting.
In our working model, we should have already created and placed four items of litter with a unique tag so that we can
check if they are the items the PC just picked up. In this case, I have assumed a tag of “Litter” has been used for the
litter. NB: Practically speaking, “Litter” is not a very good tag to use, as it is too generic, and could easily be
used elsewhere. It would be better to use a tag along the lines of “SpecialLitter” or “UniqueLitter”, or even
“JournalLitter”, as that is more specific to our needs and easier to identify.
NAMING REVISITED: You may be asking why I had not called the object oItem something like oLitter instead? The
simple answer is because this script fires for everything the PC may pick up ... Or even more specifically whenever
something in the module is acquired by any PC. Therefore, even though we are looking for something specific (litter),
all we can say at this stage is that the PC picked up “something”. The most generic term we can use and best suits us
here (at least for me) is “Item”. I simply added the ”o” to remind me that this variable name is an object variable.
Hence “oItem”. It is important to recognise this when writing scripts: When a script fires, we may not know exactly
what it is that we “get” at the time the script is called. However, in this instance, we have made a few assumptions and
are keeping it simple.
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Looking at the latest script image, I imagine you can see there could have been another way to add this next stage of
code. For instance, we could have written it this way:

If you compare this with the previous image, you can see that rather than declare a string called sTag and then
retrieve the data to use within the conditional if check statement, I have directly inserted the function (that would have
returned the string) into the function where it is required. i.e sTag is the same as GetTag(oItem) because we had
assigned the value of GetTag(oItem) (by using the “=” sign) to the variable name sTag. Another way of saying this out
aloud is to say that “We made the variable we named sTag equal to whatever the GetTag function returned when we
passed it the oItem variable as a parameter.)”
NB: We have not yet provided any code within the “if” statement’s curly brackets to fire if TRUE.
And while this bit of code appears more streamlined (and efficient) and will still work, we now also need to consider
this script thinking ahead. For example, I imagine there may be many items you would like to check if your players had
picked up in your module, and not just when they pick up litter. Therefore, if we were to add more lines of code to
check for other items being picked up, it would quickly become tedious and inefficient to have to write GetTag(oItem)
in every new line of code when checking for a different item. For instance, compare the two versions of the code
below to see what I mean. See if you can spot another improvement between the two scripts too.
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Hopefully you can see the benefits in this case of declaring sTag at the start and then using it throughout the script. It
is more efficient, and means the engine would not have to keep repeating the same function to “get” information about
the same item just to check against another variable. The second improvement to the code is where I have added the
word ”else” before the “if” statement, which basically tells the code to only check the next part if the first “if” statement
was not TRUE. In other words, if the PC had picked up a knife, then it would fail to run any code for the first two “if”
statements as the sTag we are checking against is “Knife” for the knife we just picked up. (Assuming the knife had
been allocated a tag in the toolset as “Knife”.) Just imagine what would happen if we had given a knife the tag of
“Litter”. I know that makes no sense, but it is perfectly legitimate when coding. In this case, when the PC picked up a
knife with a tag “Litter”, then the code set aside for when it found a tag “Litter” would fire! This is why it is so important
that you ensure you have carefully supplied correct tags for the items you wish to check in scripting.
STEP SIX: Adding Even More Functions
Having worked out how to setup an “if” statement to check “if” an item picked up has a tag we were looking for, we
can now tell the “if” statement what we want done with that item (or any other item we may have checked for). In our
case, if the PC has just picked up a valid piece of litter, we want the code to update the PC journal. A quick search of
the toolset by typing in “journ” in the “script assist” bar brings back a possible four functions we may like to use.
Looking at the function names, it soon becomes clear to us that if we want to add a journal entry, then we will be
needing the function called, AddJournalQuestEntry() to update the PC journal.
As an exercise, left click on this function and read its description in the notes section underneath the area you write
the script code. You will notice that it has six variable parameters, three optional, but three obligatory. Therefore we
MUST provide the function with the three obligatory variables (the first three), even if we leave the last three as the
defaults. As the last three optional parameters are more to do with MP gaming, we will ignore these for this tutorial.
The three obligatory parameters, however, are requesting (i) The tag (as a string) of the journal entry we intend to
update. (ii) The “state” this journal entry is to move to (set as an integer), and lastly (iii) the PC (object) this journal
update applies to. Therefore, to use this function, we need to have some idea what these variables are and either
have retrieved them already to pass into the function, or add them “manually”. (Continued on the next page.)

PASSING VARIABLES: Filling in required functions parameters may not always need come from variables we have
retrieved in the script earlier. Sometimes, we just know what the value should be. This is often the case (although not
always), when it comes to journal entries. i.e. We have already predefined the journal entry tags when we prepared
the toolset journal, and so if we intend to increase a journal (integer) state, we can often just manually input the data
that the function may require. In our example I have assumed the journal entry tag is “abc_jou_littercollect” and its
initial state to be 1. (Although, I could pass any stage here as an integer as long as it matched the journal entries.)
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What Is The GetJournalEntry Function Doing?
Hopefully, you spotted the extra line of code I had added before we used the function to add the journal at stage one?
The reason I added this is to help demonstrate how “if” statements can be “nested”. That is, we have a conditional “if”
statement inside a previous passed “if” statement. Indeed, we could continue to nest “if” statements one inside
another if we should so wish. However, much of the time you can simply check one “if” statement by comparing
various variables and using “or” (||) conditional checks and / or “and” (&&) conditional checks. Your own style of
coding and experience will eventually dictate how you setup your conditional “if” statements.
Theoretically, I could have declared the iJournalState integer variable using the GetJournalEntry function before
declaring it within this “if” statement. i.e. Have the whole line of code sit at line 9 underneath the PC and ITEM objects
at the start instead. However, as it may not be used subject to whether this “if” statement is fired for picking up litter or
not, I could see no point declaring this variable any earlier.
Let’s look at why I used it: Basically, because I declared at the start that I wanted to update the journal at various
stages of litter collection, I needed a way to see what stage we may be currently on. This is the data that the
GetJournalEntry() function retrieves. As the PC has never had this journal entry before, then the function should
return 0 (zero), and our check for that on the next line is the nested conditional “if” that follows, which basically
interprets as saying, “If the current journal entry is zero (not started), then do the code in my curly brackets that
updates the journal for this quest entry for the PC to state one, having its own journal entry text as set at build time.”
Also note that I prepared an “else” section code to run if and when the PC picks up more litter, and this time around
the journal entry is now NOT zero (as it went to state one on first picking up litter). This is in readiness to write code to
check how much litter we have collected and then either update the journal to a midway stage, or maybe even finish
the journal entry if the PC just picked up the fourth and final piece of litter.
The question now, is how do we write some code to see how many pieces of litter the PC now carries? Thankfully, we
have made our task easier already by ensuring the litter acts like a “cursed” item, in that they cannot drop it. Therefore, we don’t have to update the journal if the PC drops anything again. So let us now add the final section to our
script that counts how many pieces of litter the PC carries and to add journal entries accordingly. It needs a loop!
OUT OF ROOM: I ran out of room to be able to post the script in its entirety. However, this is the new section of code
that sits between the two curly brackets { } belonging to the “else” section that are shown in the previous image. I hope
you understand what I mean in that the code above the “else” and below the last curly bracket have been cut from this
image.

This final section of code requires a little more mathematical understanding from you, but I hope to clearly explain
what is going on, in the following pages. Basically, lines 28-40 are a “loop” of code that counts how many of the items
in the PC’s inventory are items with the tag “Litter”. Once we have the “count”, tracked by the iCount variable, we
can then determine which journal update to add according to the count figure. More details follow ...
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Here we have the same screen shot as the previous page for ease of reference. To start with, this “else” section of
code will only fire from the second piece of litter collected, as we already have a conditional “if” statement that fires
when the PC collects their first piece of litter that starts the journal entry related to the “Litter Collecting” quest. This
“else” section fires only when the PC’s journal entry is no longer zero, which picking up any first piece of litter will
change to 1 (one) according to our earlier condition check.
CONDITION CHECKS: Please recognise that condition checks can be made in many ways. It does not always have
to be from a set variable. In this case, we have checked a variable state based upon the current journal entry. This
entry is still a variable, but may not be obvious to a new coder that it can be checked against with certain functions
available. As you grow more experienced, you will learn of more ways to check the state of different variables.
STEP SEVEN: A “LOOP”
Sometimes, in fact many times, your script will require you to work out how many objects a PC may have of any given
item. This requires knowing how to use a “loop”. This is not the only time a loop may be required, but basically, any
time you need to know how many items are within an inventory requires a loop of some kind.
STACKABLE ITEMS: For the purpose of this tutorial, I have made one other assumption: That these pieces of litter
are NOT stackable items. So that when the PC picks up a piece of litter, it counts as one individual item and will not
stack with items of the same kind. This is NOT a practical way of working with such items, as it is quite reasonable to
assume such items would stack. However, I did this to highlight how working with stackable items requires extra care
when counting items held by a PC. In such cases, one would work with another function called int GetNumItems(),
which is a dedicated function that works with its own loop code to check stacked items for you. It can be found
inside the “nw_i0_plot” include library, which if you take a closer look, you can see how similar it is to our own script
code, but with an added function to consider stacked items. Basically, the issue when it comes to counting stacked
items is that a stack of four items would return as a single (1) item. There are additional functions we can use to
ensure we get accurate counts when considering stackable items, of which the GetNumItems() is one. It uses another
function that deals with stacked items in its own making.
So, understanding that our litter is not a stackable item, we can now easily “loop” through individual items within the
PCs inventory, counting each one that has a tag of “Litter”. In this way we calculate a value for iCount in our code,
which can then be conditional checked to fire another section of code (that updates the journal) subject to that count
result. As the two iCount conditional checks made after the loop are comparable to code I have already explained, I
will instead look at explaining the loop only.
We start by declaring a counter that we have named iCount which we “manually” declare as starting at zero. Then we
use the two relational object functions called GetFirstItemInInventory() and GetNextItemInInventory(), which basically
start “returning” item objects from oPC’s inventory, checking one after the other (that is how these functions work
together in a loop), until they eventually return an “OBJECT_INVALID”, which basically means when the next “item”
they look for does not exist. i.e. They have reached the end of their searching. Note that all the while they do not find
an OBJECT_INVALID, they have found a valid object and so go on to check the objects tag, and if the tag equals
“Litter”, then our counter, iCount equals itself plus 1. i.e The counter increases by one. More details on the next page.
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Once again, here we have the same screen shot as the previous page for ease of reference. Although I have
described what actions have taken place in the code, I recognise that some of the code structure may still not make
much sense to you ... Or you may have other questions, such as why I now call our variable I use for the search
“oLitter”? To which, in this case, I can only answer that it is to help remind us that the object we are searching for
among all the items that we may find in the PCs inventory, is for the litter object(s). In other words, the first item we
find In our loop check of items may very well be something other than litter, such as a potion bottle. However, it
matters not that we have assigned this latest found item as oLitter, because as far as we are concerned, by the time
we find the item that matches our requirements (a tag of “Litter”), it will be the litter object we seek! After all, if the
latest assigned oLitter object turns out to be something other than the litter object we seek, when it comes to having
its tag checked (within the loop) it will then be “ignored” by the counter and we then move on to the NEXT object we
find in the inventory belonging to oPC, which is now also tested as oLitter.
This next item object is then first checked to see if it is a VALID OBJECT by the line that says ...
while(oLitter != OBJECT_INVALID)
... and if it passes as a valid item, this next object has its tag checked and if it is found to be the litter object we seek
with the “Litter” tag, then this item object allows the iCount counter to increase by one again. If its tag is not “Litter”,
then it too is ignored and the next oItem found becomes the oLitter object and has its tag checked. This loop keeps
cycling through all items in oPC’s inventory, until it runs out, during which time it has counted all those items that had
the tag “Litter”.
MY BRAIN IS NOW JUMPING IN LOOPS!: I know what I just tried to explain about loops may have come across
very confusingly. However, if you can grasp the concept, then you will have made a big jump in understanding how
some core code operates. Alternatively, you can just seek out those functions that return an answer for you, hiding the
loop operation from your eyes and code, by using such functions as int GetNumItems().
Basically, rather than writing the code to calculate the iCount variable yourself (as we have done here), use the
dedicated function int GetNumItems() in the following manner int iCount = GetNumItems(oPC, “Litter”); to return
the iCount value instead. Note how I have employed the use of this function. Its parameters request the oPC object
we need to count items on, and the Tag of the item we need to search for, which in this case is “Litter”. As we have
these two pieces of information, we can simply pass them into this function to have it return the iCount figure we need.
NB: To make use of this function, however, you need to “include” the library which contains it, as it is not a core
function, but one added later for exactly this kind of thing. To do this, you need to add #include “nw_i0_plot” at the
top of the script between your main opening comment and where you have started your script with void main().
Basically, add this small line above the void main() and you will then be able to access functions that are inside this
“include library”, including the int GetNumItems() I refer to here. However, I would encourage you to try to grasp how
loops are coded, as it opens up greater understanding for other code handling later as you progress in knowledge.
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You know what? I cannot paint, but that does not stop me from drawing pictures when I need to. Some may argue I
cannot even script properly. ;) Thankfully, however, over the years I have learned enough about writing scripts to have
made a couple of modules now. The point I am trying to make is that you only need to learn and know enough about
writing scripts to give you the results you want. If you enjoy the task of building and others reap the benefits of your
work, then its a win-win situation. I hope the information you have read within this tutorial helps you to achieve your
goal, and if there is anything more you need to know, come and visit the guys and gals at the Neverwinter Forums,
who are usually willing to give some extra guidance.
Thanks for your time, and if this tutorial has helped you in any way, please give me a mention in your credits. :)
THE FAQ (IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER)
1) Will there be an “Advanced Tutorial”?
Unlikely, but you never know. I did not think I would write this Beginners Tutorial.
2) Is there a function to do ....?
Probably. Your best way to see if there is, is to check in the Lexicon. Even though this utility was built for NWN1,
many of its entries are relevant to NWN2 as well.
3) Where can I download your modules?
SOUL SHAKER (NWN1): Soul Shaker is currently undergoing a code revamp and will be available here when done.
THE SCROLL (NWN2): The Scroll (Part one) is available. Parts 2 and 3 will be uploaded here if / when completed.
4) Can you recommend anything to help me with my scripts?
Definitely, use PowerBar as a NWN2 toolset plug-in, which allows you to compile all dependant scripts in one go. You
may not need it in your early days of writing scripts, but if you ever intend to write your own include libraries (with
many of your own home-brew functions), then this tool will become invaluable.
5) What’s an “include library” again? See page 9.
6) What about that StartingConditional script type for conversations?
Look at conversations and the conditional scripts in official campaign to see how these work. They are reasonably
straightforward to follow. The only difference is that they MUST return a value to compile correctly. The return format
is along the lines of return x; where x is a condition you just checked for in the code. Maybe I will add another section
in a later release of this tutorial if it warrants it. :)
LAST ADVICE
If there is some last minute piece of advice I could offer to help you get ahead with writing scripts, it is to try to grasp
these points at least ...
1) You only need to declare a variable once in a script. (Once Declared, Always Declared.)
2) Understand differences between the various variable types available. (More On variables.)
3) Definitely understand variable holders with set and get local and global variable functions. (Variable Holders.)
4) Know your “Get” Functions. (The “GET” Functions.)
5) Download other peoples work and look at their scripts and try to work out what is going on. Even open the official
campaign scripts and look at those too. Some scripts will be easier to read than others.
VERSION HISTORY
V1.02 Added area and timing information.
V1.01 Fixed logic on page 13.
V1.00 Initial Release
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